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The dependence of global plasma properties and pedestal behaviour on isotope mixture is relatively 

unexplored and potentially has a significant impact on the fusion performance of future devices. A 

study of hydrogen-deuterium (H-D) H-mode plasmas in JET-ILW strengthens the physics basis for 

extrapolations to JET D-T operation and supports the development of strategies for isotope ratio 

control for the future D-T campaign. An experimental investigation of isotope and composition 

dependences also provides stringent tests for plasma transport models. Beyond JET the behaviour of 

hydrogen majority plasmas is relevant for the low activation phase of ITER. 

 

On JET the fuelling sources are gas puffing, neutral beam injection (NBI), pellets and wall recycling. 

A control method using feedback and feedforward of gas injection was developed with edge 

diagnostics based on Balmer-Alpha emission as the sensor. A proxy for the core isotope mixture 

measurement was provided by neutron rate (dependent on deuterium content) and a model developed 

from existing JET deuterium data. Comparing these two measurements demonstrates the effects of 

NBI fuelling on core isotope content. The relative effects of recycling and gas fuelling can be inferred 

from pulses where the gas isotope was changed during the constant heating phase, the isotope mix 

was observed to change slowly from Meff=2.0 to 1.5 in ~10 energy confinement times. 

 

Variations of input power, gas fuelling and isotopic mixture were performed in H-mode plasmas of 

the same magnetic field, plasma current and divertor configuration. The change in energy 

confinement and ELM frequency with isotope mixture was investigated. To interpret the results 

correctly, the dependence of the power threshold for access to type-I H-mode on isotope mixture must 

be taken into account, particularly for small fractions of H or D. For plasmas with effective mass 

between 1.2 and 1.8 the plasma thermal stored energy (Wth) scales as ~Meff
0.1. This is lower than the 

scaling in the ITER physics basis, IPB98 scaling. However larger variations in Wth are seen when 

comparing pure isotope plasmas, indicating a stronger overall isotope effect, consistent with the 

behaviour seen in L-H threshold studies. This scaling analysis, isotope control behaviour and first 

results of the pedestal analysis will be presented. 
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